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KITE STRUCTURE 
BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

This invention has to do with kite structures. 
Kite ?ying is an ancient pastime and many types of 

kites have been known. To my knowledge, kites have 
been built of fabric or paper stretched over a support 
ing frame. 
The causes of kite failure to fly well are often subtle; 

one cause is the turbulent air ?ow condition at the air 
foil surface of the kite, generated by surface disconti 
nuities and, particularly waving or flapping portions of 
the airfoil surface. These are most often encountered 
at the long lateral edges of the airfoil material, between 
the ribs. Ribs being heavy, only a limited number and 
size can be employed. In the past, therefore, such edges 
have been supported with string which thus forms a 
perimetrical support for the airfoil material, but the 
central fabric area between the ribs remains free to 
flap. . 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

- It is a major objective of this invention to provide a 
new kite structure, one in which the airfoil surface is 
universally supported, against wrinkling, undulation 
and other localized’turbulence-inducing movements of 
the airfoil in the wind-carried condition of the kite. 
There is provided, in accordance with the invention, 

to meet the foregoing and other objectives to become 
apparent hereinafter, a lightweight kite structure in 
which the airfoil surface is rib-supported and between 
the ribs supported by a plastic foam backing, integrally 
formed with the surface. ' 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 
FIG. I is a front view of the kite of the invention. 
FIG. 2 is a side cross-section view of the kite taken 

along line 2—2 of FIG. 1. 
FIG. 3 is a rear view of the kite showing the rib con 

struction. 
FIG. 4 is a transverse view of the kite taken along line 

4—4 of FIG. 1. 
FIG. Sis a view taken along line 5-5 of FIG. 3 show 

ing details of the surface backing portion and storing 
attachment means. 

With reference to the drawings. in FIGS. 1 and 2 
lightweight kite structure 1 according to the invention 
is shown comprising sheet material 2 de?ning at one 
side an airfoil surface 3 which is held into the wind to 
effect ?ying of the kite, controlled by string 4 con 
nected to bridle 5~which is anchored to the kite by 
upper and lower connectors 6 and 7 spaced along the 
center rib 8 (FIG.3). With reference to FIGS. 2, 3 and 
4, the kite structure 1 comprises plural intersecting 
ribs. namely center rib 8, upper cross rib 9 having right 
and left portions 91, and 92, respectively and lower 
cross rib 10 having right-and left portions 101 and 102 
respectively. The upper and lower cross rib portions 
91, 92, 101 and 102 intersect the center rib 8, e.g., in 
a cruciform relation, or more particularly, these rib 
portions intersect the center rib at acute angles, e.g., 
upper rib cross portions at angle a equal to about 70° 
and lower cross rib portions at angle b equal to about 
45°. both to the major length 11 of the center cross rib. 
The ribs 9 and 10 may be-edge and end beveled, e.g.. 
at 12 to reduce weight. 7 

The sheet material 2 is laterally and longitudinally ex 
tended. supported by the ribs 8, 9 and 10. Sheet mate 
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2 
rial 2 has a surface portion 3 (FIG. 1, FIG. 5) identified 
above de?ning the kite airfoil surface at 13 and a sur 
face backing portion 14 (FIG. 5) integrally formed with 
the surface portion and the ribs as well, and comprising 
a foamed plastic. The surface backing portion 14 as 
shown, is coextensive with the sheet material surface 
portion 3 and having a stiffener, as described below, it 
is adapted to support the surface portion 3 and thus air 
foil surface 13 between the rib locations against wrin 
kling, undulation, and similar localized turbulence 
producing movement when the kite is ?ying. 
The sheet material surface portion 3 and backing 

portion 14 may be formed to have the kite airfoil sur 
face curved longitudinally and transversely of the cen 
ter rib, See FIGS. 3 and 5, as is typical in kite struc 
tures. 

The specific shape of kite structure 1, Le, the shell 
effect, is merely illustrative. Circles, diamonds, ovals 
and other regular and irregular shapes as well as tradi 
tional skewed diamond shapes may be used. When the 
lower end is narrow, the lower rib 10 may be foreshort 
ened or omitted altogether. 
The kite structure I is designed to be readily molded 

by injection molding from pellets or compression mold 
ing or vacuum molding techniques from sheet, or a 
combination of these techniques. In a preferred mode. 
styrene polymer beads impregnated with a blowing 
agent are con?ned in a mold and heated to both expand 
and fuse to one another in a manner known per se. Suit 
able densities of the resulting foam will be between 3 
and 25 pounds per cubic foot. A ?nal sheet material 
thickness of 50 to 150 mils will be sufficient. The sur 
face portion of such sheet material will typically be 
from 10 to 25 percent of the sheet material thickness 
e.g., from 5 to 15 mils in a structure having a sheet ma 

terial'of 507m 150 mils, or more or less, 
"The essential ‘feature is the provision of a suitable air 
foil surface 13 backed with a suitably rigid backing por 
tion 14. Because of its foamed nature, the backing ma 
terial is lightweight, and quite rigid for its weight. This 
is due to the beam effect realized from the low density, 
relatively thick core of the sheet material, bonded to 
the skin portions, the outer of which de?nes the airfoil 
surface. 

Suitable plastics for formation of the kite structure 
include the polyole?ns, e.g., polymers and copolymers 
of ethylene, propylene‘, 'butene-l , ‘styrenes, vinyl 
esters, e.g., vinyl acetate, propionate, or butyrate and 
vinyl chlorides, and like thermoplastic resins having 
sheet forming capabilities, which can be foamed in 
molding by inclusion of blowing agents such as pen 
tane, and various of the azo blowing agents known 
'tothe art. 

I claim: 

1. A lightweight kite structure carrying a string con 
nector and comprising an integral molding of plastic 
foam generally cruciform ribs and plastic foam sheet 
material laterally and longitudinally extended in rib 
supported relation. said ribs including a center rib 
adapted to support said string connector, a first cross 
rib and a second cross rib in spaced, opposed relation 
to the ?rst cross rib, said ?rst and ‘second ribs each hav 
ing left and right portions intersecting the center rib at 
an acute angle to the center rib major length, said sheet 
material having a surface portion curved longitudinally 
and transversely of the center rib and de?ning the kite 
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airfoil surface. and a surface backing portion integrally 
formed of said plastic foam with the surface portion 
and coextensive with and adapted to support the sur 
face portion against wrinkling, undulation and other 
localized turbulence-inducing movements of the airfoil 
in the wind-carried condition of the kite structure. 

2. Kite structure according to claim 1 in which the 
sheet material comprises styrene polymer foam having 
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4 
a density between 3 and 25 pounds per cubic foot. 

3. Kite structure according to claim 2 in which the 
sheet material has a thickness of from 50 to I50 mils. 

4. Kite structure according to claim 3 in which said 
sheet material surface portion has a thickness from 5 to 
15 mils. 

It 1|‘ * * * 


